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Ramp Up Your PL/SQL Programming Skills Master PL/SQL through the handson exercises, extensive examples, and real-world projects inside this Oracle
Press guide. Filled with best practices, Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL
Programming Workbook covers all the latest features and enhancements of the
language. Mastery checks at the end of each chapter reinforce the material
covered, and sample code from the book is available for download. Even
experienced Oracle professionals will benefit from this practical resource.
Understand the Oracle development architecture and the mechanics of
connections Work with data types, structures, blocks, cursors, and PL/SQL
semantics Write, deploy, and use functions, procedures, and packages Manage
transactions and more Use dynamic SQL statements in real-world applications
Support online transaction processing and data warehousing applications with
external tables Find syntax samples and best practices to solve problems Write,
deploy, and use object types For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit
www.OraclePressBooks.com
The primary objective of this Oracle 11g course is to consider advanced subjects
and techniques pertaining to the SQL database language, based upon the latest
features available with the Oracle release. Even professionals experienced in
other implementations of the industry-standard SQL language will benefit from
the advanced and Oracle-specific features of SQL discussed in this course. This
enhanced and expanded revision includes many new and expanded conceptual
subjects, including: - Learn to use the SQL99 join syntax and learn about the full
range of join operations available, such as natural join, inner join, cross join,
outer joins and others; - Perform advanced SQL queries using techniques such
as CASE structures, rollup and cube operations; - Moving beyond basic table
definitions, learn to define the full range of database objects, such as advanced
table definitions and the creation of indexes, sequences, views and others; - Use
the powerful set of built-in SQL functions. These functions provide sophisticated
manipulation of character, numeric and date data elements; - Taking advantage
of the latest features found within the Oracle release, such as the handling and
tolerating DML errors without application interruption, newly added functions, and
other topics;- Obtain database object metadata from the data dictionary; Understand basic database security and object privileges;- Protect database
integrity and extend the conceptual data model using declarative constraints; Using SQL Developer and other available SQL interfaces; - Develop complex
SQL*Plus reports and reusable SQL*Plus scripts, as well as control the
SQL*Plus environment
This book will enable you to test your knowledge around; Understand the basic
concepts of relational databases ensure refined code by developers. Create
reports of sorted and restricted data. Run data manipulation statements (DML).
Control database access to specific objects. Manage schema objects. Manage
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objects with data dictionary views. Retrieve row and column data from tables.
Control privileges at the object and system level. Create indexes and constraints;
alter existing schema objects. Create and query external tables.
This book, written by veteran Oracle database administrator Iggy Fernandez, a
regular on the Oracle conference circuit and the editor of NoCOUG Journal, is a
manageable introduction to key Oracle database administration topics including
planning, installation, monitoring, troubleshooting, maintenance, and backups, to
name just a few. As is clear from the table of contents, this book is not simply a
recitation of Oracle Database features such as what you find in the reference
guides available for free download on the Oracle web site. For example, the
chapter on database monitoring explains how to monitor database availability,
database changes, database security, database backups, database growth,
database workload, database performance, and database capacity. The chapters
of this book are logically organized into four parts that closely track the way your
database administration career will naturally evolve. Part 1 gives you necessary
background in relational database theory and Oracle Database concepts, Part 2
teaches you how to implement an Oracle database correctly, Part 3 exposes you
to the daily routine of a database administrator, and Part 4 introduces you to the
fine art of performance tuning. Each chapter has exercises designed to help you
apply the lessons of the chapter. Each chapter also includes a list of reference
works that contain more information on the topic of the chapter. In this book,
you'll find information that you won't find in other books on Oracle Database.
Here you'll discover not only technical information, but also guidance on work
practices that are as vital to your success as technical skills. The author's favorite
chapter is "The Big Picture and the Ten Deliverables." If you take the lessons in
that chapter to heart, you can quickly become a much better Oracle database
administrator than you ever thought possible.
A major prerequisite for the usage and deployment of Oracle database
technology is a successful installation. The purpose of this Oracle 11g training
course module is to offer a step-by-step guide for the configuration of a Linux or
Microsoft Windows server to host an Oracle database Enterprise Edition
installation. Especially in a Linux environment installation of the database
requires careful preparation, configuration and sometimes troubleshooting in
order to succeed. This course includes practical tips learned from many realworld installations which can assist you to achieve a successful installation in
your environment. We will explore both a standalone database installation and
also a grid infrastructure installation. Major objectives covered within this guide
book include: - Configuration of the Linux and Microsoft Windows operating
systems in anticipation of a database installation; Performing a Desktop Class
installation of the Oracle 11g R2 Enterprise Edition database; - Performing a
Server Class installation of the Oracle 11g R2 Enterprise Edition database; Addressing configuration and setup issues using the FixUp utility;- Verification of
a valid database installation; Database administrator and technical support
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interface options, including the use of Enterprise Manager, command-line
SQL*Plus, and terminal console SSH;- Preparing a host system for the Grid
Infrastructure and Oracle RDBMS installations and performing those
installations;- Preparing a host system for ASM storage management; Partitioning and configuration of storage devices for ASM storage on both Linux
and MS Windows servers; While this course module applies specifically to the
installation of the Enterprise Edition of the Oracle database, it covers basic topics
which apply to any Oracle software installation. Therefore, this material is also
useful for the installation of other Oracle products such as the Oracle Database
Client, specialized options for a database server installation, and so on.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Get students straight to the point of database processing. Database
Processing reflects a new teaching method that gets students straight to the point
with its thorough and modern presentation of database processing fundamentals.
The thirteenth edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest software.
Updated for the latest database management systems -- including MySQL 6.0,
Oracle 11g, and Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 -- this introductory guide will get
you up and running with SQL quickly. Whether you need to write database
applications, perform administrative tasks, or generate reports, Learning SQL,
Second Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL fundamentals. Each
chapter presents a self-contained lesson on a key SQL concept or technique,
with numerous illustrations and annotated examples. Exercises at the end of
each chapter let you practice the skills you learn. With this book, you will: Move
quickly through SQL basics and learn several advanced features Use SQL data
statements to generate, manipulate, and retrieve data Create database objects,
such as tables, indexes, and constraints, using SQL schema statements Learn
how data sets interact with queries, and understand the importance of subqueries
Convert and manipulate data with SQL's built-in functions, and use conditional
logic in data statements Knowledge of SQL is a must for interacting with data.
With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn how to put the power and flexibility of this
language to work.
The primary objective of this Oracle 11g training course is to provide an
introduction to the PL/SQL database programming language, based upon the
latest features available with the Oracle database. Syntax, structure and features
of the language are discussed in the context of database applications and
programming. Major subject areas to be explored within this course book are:
Understand the environment and context in which PL/SQL operates; Consider
the advantages and benefits of PL/SQL within a database environment;
Declaring program variables and complex data types; Developing logic within
PL/SQL program blocks; Fetching data from the database into program variables;
Returning program output to users; Handling program exceptions; Using explicit
and implicit database cursors; Using the advanced features of nested blocks and
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subprograms; How to take advantage of advanced features such as regular
expression support and the handling of string literals within program code.
This book is packed with real word examples. Each major certification topic is covered in a
separate chapter, which helps to make understanding of concepts easier. At the end of each
chapter, you will find a variety of practice questions to strengthen and test your learning. You
will get a feel for the actual SQL Fundamentals I exam by solving practice papers modeled on
it. This book is for anyone who needs the essential skills to pass the Oracle Database SQL
Fundamentals I exam and use those skills in daily life as an SQL developer or database
administrator.
Business Intelligence (BI) has emerged as a field which seeks to support managers in decisionmaking. It encompasses the techniques, methods and tools for conducting analytically-based
IT solutions, which are referred to as OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing). Within this field,
SQL has a role as a leader and is continuously evolving to cover both transactional and
analytical data management. This book discusses the functions provided by Microsoft® SQL
Server 2014/2016 in terms of business intelligence. The analytic functions are considered as
an enrichment of the SQL language. They combine a series of practical functions to answer
complex analysis requests with all the simplicity, elegance and acquired performance of the
SQL language. Drawing on the wide experience of the author in teaching and research, as well
as insights from contacts in the industry, this book focuses on the issues and difficulties faced
by academics (students and teachers) and professionals engaged in data analysis with the
SQL Server 2014/2016 database management system.
Developed as a practical book, "Oracle Database 11g Administration I Certification Guide" will
show you all you need to know to effectively excel at being an Oracle DBA, for both
examinations and the real world. This book is for anyone who needs the essential skills to
become an Oracle DBA, pass the Oracle Database Administration I exam, and use those skills
in the real world to manage secure, high performance, and highly available Oracle databases.
Oracle PL/SQL Recipes is your go to book for PL/SQL programming solutions. It takes a taskoriented approach to PL/SQL programming that lets you quickly look up a specific task and see
the pattern for a solution. Then it's as simple as modifying the pattern for your specific
application and implementing it. And you’re done and home for dinner. Oracle PL/SQL
Recipes is another in Apress’ ongoing series of recipe books aimed at Oracle practitioners.
The recipe format is ideal for the busy professional who just needs to get the job done. Covers
the most common PL/SQL programming problems Presents solutions in ready-to-use format
Stays short and to-the-point
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-051 Prepare for the Oracle Certified
Associate Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam with help from this exclusive
Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging exercises, practice questions, a twominute drill, and a chapter summary to highlight what you've learned. This authoritative guide
will help you pass the test and serve as your essential on-the-job reference. Get complete
coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-051, including: SQL SELECT statements
Restricting and sorting data Single-row functions Conversion functions and conditional
expressions Group functions Displaying data from multiple tables Subqueries Set operators
DML and DDL statements Schema objects On the CD-ROM: One full practice exam that
simulates the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations Score report performance
assessment tool Complete electronic book Bonus exam available free with online registration
A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-061 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate
Oracle Database 12c SQL Fundamentals I exam with this Oracle Press guide. Each chapter
features challenging exercises, a certification summary, a two-minute drill, and a self-test to
reinforce the topics presented. This authoritative resource helps you pass the exam and also
serves as an essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for
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exam 1Z0-061, including: Data retrieval using the SQL SELECT statement Restricting and
sorting data Single-row functions Using conversion functions and conditional expressions
Reporting aggregated data with the group functions Displaying data from multiple tables with
joins Using subqueries to solve problems Using the set operators Manipulating data with DML
statements Using DDL statements to create and manage tables Electronic content includes:
150+ practice exam questions with detailed answers and explanations Score report
performance assessment tool
The primary objective of this Oracle 11g training course is to provide an introduction to the
PL/SQL database programming language covering syntax, structure and features of the
language within the context of database applications and programming.
This book only contains practice questions and answers for the 1Z0-051 Oracle Database 11g
SQL Fundamentals I exam.

This book is the definitive reference on PL/SQL, considered throughout the database
community to be the best Oracle programming book available. Like its predecessors,
this fifth edition of Oracle PL/SQL Programming covers language fundamentals,
advanced coding techniques, and best practices for using Oracle's powerful procedural
language. Thoroughly updated for Oracle Database 11g Release 2, this edition reveals
new PL/SQL features and provides extensive code samples, ranging from simple
examples to complex and complete applications, in the book and on the companion
website. This indispensable reference for both novices and experienced Oracle
programmers will help you: Get PL/SQL programs up and running quickly, with clear
instructions for executing, tracing, testing, debugging, and managing PL/SQL code
Optimize PL/SQL performance with the aid of a brand-new chapter in the fifth edition
Explore datatypes, conditional and sequential control statements, loops, exception
handling, security features, globalization and localization issues, and the PL/SQL
architecture Understand and use new Oracle Database 11g features, including the
edition-based redefinition capability, the function result cache, the new CONTINUE
statement, fine-grained dependency tracking, sequences in PL/SQL expressions,
supertype invocation from subtypes, and enhancements to native compilation, triggers,
and dynamic SQL Use new Oracle Database 11g tools and techniques such as
PL/Scope, the PL/SQL hierarchical profiler, and the SecureFiles technology for large
objects Build modular PL/SQL applications using procedures, functions, triggers, and
packages
This book addresses the web services arena with a specific agenda of providing
information right from covering the fundamental aspects to its deployment and
implementation issues. The content is introductory in nature, and covers not only the
technology aspects, but also highlights the application scenarios across the industry. In
order to illustrate the potential of web services, a case study exemplifying the Financial
and Banking Services industry has been chosen for presentation the book.
Candidates for the Oracle Certified Associate in Oracle Database 11g need to pass
Exams 1Z0-051 and 1Z0-052 to achieve their certification—this guide prepares you for
taking both those exams. This two-in-one study guide covers the Oracle Certified
Associate certification for Oracle database 11g and reviews exam topics such as
restricting and sorting data, using conversion functions and conditional expressions,
displaying data from multiple tables, and exploring the Oracle database architecture.
Plus, you’ll learn how to create and maintain an Oracle database, perform database
backups and recovery, move and manipulate data, prepare the database environment,
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and more. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as
part of eBook file. For Instructors: Teaching supplements are available for this title.
Oracle Database 11G SQL fundamentalsOracle Database 11g SQL Fundamentals I
(1z0-051) Exam Practice Questions & Dumps150+ Exam Questions for 1Z0-051
Updated 2020 with ExplanationsZoom Books
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exams 1Z0-051 and 1Z0-052, and OCP
Exam 1Z0-053 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Administration I and SQL
Fundamentals I exams and the Oracle Certified Professional Administration II exam
with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging
exercises, practice questions, and a two-minute drill to highlight what you've learned.
This authoritative guide will help you pass the test and serve as your essential on-thejob reference. Get complete coverage of all objectives for exams 1Z0-051, 1Z0-052,
and 1Z0-053, including: Instance management Networking and storage Security SQL
Oracle Recovery Manager and Oracle Flashback Oracle Automatic Storage
Management Resource manager Oracle Scheduler Automatic workload repository
Performance tuning Three bonus exams available with free online registration
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exams 1Z0-051 and 1Z0-052, and OCP
Exam 1Z0-053 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Administration I and SQL
Fundamentals I exams and the Oracle Certified Professional Administration II exam
with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging
exercises, practice questions, and a two-minute drill to highlight what you've learned.
This authoritative guide will help you pass the test and serve as your essential on-thejob reference. Get complete coverage of all objectives for exams 1Z0-051, 1Z0-052,
and 1Z0-053, including: Instance management Networking and storage Security SQL
Oracle Recovery Manager and Oracle Flashback Oracle Automatic Storage
Management Resource manager Oracle Scheduler Automatic workload repository
Performance tuning And more On the CD-ROM: Three full practice exams Detailed
answers and explanations Score report performance assessment tool Complete
electronic book Three bonus exams available with free online registration
(Oracle Certified Oracle Database 11g Administrator)Oracle's Oracle Database 11g:
SQL Fundamentals exam is part of the Oracle Certified Oracle Database 11g
Administrator track, combining training, experience, and testing to endorse candidates
with a strong foundation and expertise in the industry's most advanced database
management system.This certification is to put you on the short list for winning Oracle
SQL-Based projects. An Oracle Technical Certification is a valuable, industryrecognized credential that signifies a proven level of knowledge and skill.Oracle
Database: SQL Fundamentals I - only available as part of Oracle Database:
Introduction to SQL (Bundle) in some regions and Exam 051 has been validated
against Oracle Database 10g and 11g Release 2 version 11.2.0.1.0. This exam can be
taken online as a non-proctored exam, or in a test center as a proctored exam.Exam
Number 1Z0-051Exam Name Oracle Database 11g: SQL FundamentalsCertification
Track Oracle Certified Oracle Database 11g AdministratorExam Product Version SQL
and PL/SQLExam Fees US$ 125Number of Questions 70Duration 120 MinutesPassing
Score 60%Questions format Multiple ChoiceAudienceThis certification is primarily good
for developer, application developers, PL/SQL developer, forms developer, system
analysts, business analysts and data warehouse administrator. It is also recommended
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to the entry-level and junior programmers wishing to start and/or continue down the
path of using SQL technologies and same time software developers and technical leads
wishing to solidify their SQL-related skill sets.
The objective of this Oracle 11g course is to equip students to develop database serverside PL/SQL program units within an Oracle database. Major subject areas to be
explored and secondary objectives are: Understanding application partitioning within a
multi-tiered web-based systems architecture; Understanding the basic form and
structure of program units stored within the database; Building and maintaining
database-resident program units; Encapsulating program units within packages; Taking
advantage of advanced programming techniques such as cursor variables and cursor
expressions for efficient database processing logic; Handling intricate theoretical
challenges, such as mutating tables; Building and maintaining DML-event and systemevent database triggers, including advanced techniques using both simple triggers and
compound triggers; Discuss the storage and execution model for database programs
and how one can write efficient programs to maximize performance; Using systemsupplied packages to extend the power of your SQL statements and PL/SQL
applications

The SQL database language is the foundation of all relational database activities.
This training Oracle 11g course is intended to provide an introduction to SQL
within the context of an Oracle database. Since the language is an industry
standard, much of the course contents are also applicable to other databases,
such as MS SQL Server, IBM DB2, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and others. This guide
takes a unique approach to learning the language, in that it combines the data
modeling theory, graphical illustrations of the logical concepts and many
examples of actual syntax to help one truly grasp the power of the SQL
language. Among the specific topics we will explore are: - A summation of
relational database principles and an introduction to the Oracle relational
database server;- Using SQL Developer and other available SQL interfaces to
the database;- Writing simple SQL queries which isolate exactly the data desired,
and then format and sort the query results as needed;- Writing moderately
complex SQL queries using various join techniques;- Supplement SQL code with
references to pseudo columns and built-in system functions;- Summarizing,
grouping and combining data to obtain more meaningful query results and to
allow one to draw conclusions and make business decisions based upon the data
processed;- Advanced query techniques such as set operations, sub-queries and
summary functions, allowing one to solve some of the more complex theoretical
query challenges; - Creating and maintaining database tables using the SQL
Data Definition Language (DDL); - Managing data within tables using the SQL
Data Manipulation Language (DML); - Taking advantage of the latest features
found within the database such as the use of regular expressions, support for
international data, time zones and other topics.
The Oracle 11g SQL Fundamentals I exam is intended to verify that certification
candidates have a basic understanding of the SQL language. It covers the
aspects of the language that are likely to be useful to many developers and DBAs
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on a regular basis. The Oracle Certification Prep practice exam covers all of the
subject areas on the production exam. Preparing for the Oracle 11g SQL
Fundamentals I exam to become a Oracle Certified? Here we¡¯ve brought 150+
Exam Questions for you so that you can prepare well for this Oracle 11g SQL
Fundamentals I exam. Unlike other online simulation practice tests, you get an
eBook version that is easy to read & remember these questions. You can simply
rely on these questions for successfully certifying this exam.
Get a Solid Foundation in Oracle Database Technology Master Oracle Database
11g fundamentals quickly and easily. Using self-paced tutorials, this book covers
core database essentials, the role of the administrator, high availability, and large
database features. Oracle Database 11g: A Beginner's Guide walks you, step by
step, through database setup, administration, programming, backup, and
recovery. In-depth introductions to SQL and PL/SQL are included. Designed for
easy learning, this exclusive Oracle Press guide offers: Core Concepts--Oracle
Database 11g topics presented in logically organized chapters Critical
Skills--Lists of specific skills covered in each chapter Projects--Practical
exercises that show how to apply the critical skills learned in each chapter
Progress Checks--Quick self-assessment sections to check your progress
Notes--Extra information related to the topic being covered Mastery
Checks--Chapter-ending quizzes to test your knowledge
An official Oracle test preparation manual for candidates dealing with the Oracle
Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam covers all
relevant topics, including installation, configuration, application tuning, database
management, backup and recovery, security, and more, accompanied by a CDROOM containing two practice exams with answer keys and an electronic
version of the book. Original. (Intermediate)
??????SQL?PL/SQL?????Oracle???????:?????????,??????????????.
The primary objective of this Oracle 11g training course is to provide an
introduction to the PL/SQL database programming language, based upon the
latest features available with the Oracle database. Syntax, structure and features
of the language are discussed in the context of database applications and
programming. Major subject areas to be explored within this course book are:
Understand the environment and context in which PL/SQL operates; Consider
the advantages and benefits of PL/SQL within a database environment;
Declaring program variables and complex data types; Developing logic within
PL/SQL program blocks; Fetching data from the database into program variables;
Returning program output to users; Handling program exceptions; Using explicit
and implicit database cursors; Using the advanced features of nested blocks and
subprograms; How to take advantage of advanced features such as regular
expression support and the handling of string literals within program code
??????????????????,?????????.
"The objective of this Oracle 11g training course is to provide an introduction to
develop database server-side PL/SQL program units within an Oracle database.
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The areas covered include understanding the basic form and structure of
program units stored within the database, building and maintaining stored
procedures, functions, packaged programs, and database triggers. Additional
topics include taking advantage of advanced programming techniques such as
cursor variables and cursor expressions. This Oracle 11g course will prepare
students for the Oracle certification exams (OCP)."--Resource description page.
This updated study guide for the latest release of the most popular database software in the
world—Oracle Database 11g— reviews using the RMAN recovery catalog, handling Flashback
technology, managing memory and resources, automating tasks, diagnosing the database,
and much more. Plus, more than 100 pages of workbook exercises help prepare you to take
the 1Z0-053 exam. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included
as part of eBook file.
This Study Guide is targeted at IT professionals who are working towards becoming an Oracle
Database 11g Administrator Certified Professional. The book provides information covering all
of the exam topics for the Oracle certification exam: "1Z0-051: Oracle Database 11g: SQL
Fundamentals I." The books in the Oracle Certificaton Prep series are built in lockstep with the
test topics provided by Oracle Education's certification program. Each book is intended to
provide the information that will be tested in a clean and concise format. The guides introduce
the subject you'll be tested on, follow that with the information you'll need to know for it, and
then move on to the next topic. They contain no drills or unrealistic self-tests to bump the page
count without adding value. The series is intended to provide a concentrated source of exam
information that is compact enough to be read through multiple times. This series is ideal for
experienced Oracle professionals that are familiar with the topic being tested, but want a
means to rapidly reinforce their existing skills and bridge any gaps in their knowledge. It is also
an excellent option as a second source of information for candidates pursuing certification.
The objective of this Oracle 11g training course is to provide an introduction to develop
database server-side PL/SQL program units within an Oracle database. The areas covered
include understanding the basic form and structure of program units stored within the
database, building and maintaining stored procedures, functions, packaged programs, and
database triggers. Additional topics include taking advantage of advanced programming
techniques such as cursor variables and cursor expressions. This Oracle 11g course will
prepare students for the Oracle certification exams (OCP).
Sam Alapati's Expert Oracle Database 11g Administration is a comprehensive handbook for
Oracle database administrators (DBAs) using the 11g release of the Oracle Database. All key
aspects of database administration are covered, including backup and recovery, day–to–day
administration and monitoring, performance tuning, and more. This is the one book to have on
your desk as a continual reference. Refer to it frequently. It'll help you get the job done.
Comprehensive handbook for Oracle Database administrators. Covers all major aspects of
database administration. Tests and explains in detail key DBA commands. Offers primers on
Linux/Unix, data modeling, SQL, and PL/SQL.
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